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Abstract—Considering the high-density and high-dynamic fea-
ture of cooperative unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) swarm, also
referred to as flocking of flying ad hoc networks (FANETs), reli-
able medium access control (MAC) protocol design for network
connectivity maintaining and network information sharing is a
challenging issue. In this article, we propose a self-adaptive car-
rier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA)-
based MAC protocol for flocking of FANET, namely, FMAC,
to provide reliable broadcast information service under density-
varying flocking scenarios. To represent the varying trend of
UAV density during flocking, we define the collective neighbor-
ing potential (CNP) in the FMAC protocol. Specifically, at the
beginning of each period, each UAV computes the current CNP
based on available neighbors’ motion states. Then, the value of
CNP at the start of the next period regarding the same neighbors
is predicted using UAV’s kinetic equation. After that, each UAV
can update the contention window (CW) size by comparing the
current CNP and the predicted CNP, and CW will be decreased
(increased) if the current CNP is larger (smaller) than the pre-
dicted one for enough period. The simulation results show that
the proposed FMAC protocol can ensure high successful trans-
mission probability under density-varying flocking scenarios and
outperforms the typical MAC solutions.

Index Terms—Collective neighboring potential (CNP), con-
tention window (CW), flocking, medium access control (MAC),
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) swarm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the rapid popularity of unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) and their great potentials in various appli-

cations, such as industrial and emergency services, UAVs
swarm networking techniques have attracted intensive research
interests from both industry and academia [1]–[4]. Swarm
of small UAVs, also referred to as flying ad hoc network
(FANET), can conduct common missions cooperatively, thus
higher efficiency and lower cost can be realized than using
one single large UAV [5], [6]. For most swarm missions, the
distributed coordination control capability called flocking is
required [7]–[10], which is used to achieve the flocking motion
of the swarm. The flocking motion aims to maneuver the
swarm as a whole from source A to destination B while real-
izing collision avoidance (between UAVs or with obstacles)
and cohesion among the swarm. To achieve flocking motion,
it is necessary for each UAV to periodically broadcast their
flight status to its one-hop neighbors [11]–[13]. The broadcast
service requires both reliability and latency, however, the relia-
bility is more important. This is because one packet loss of the
UAV will make its neighbors unaware of its status for at least
two periods. Although medium access control (MAC) proto-
cols aiming at efficient broadcast1 service have been widely
investigated in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) [14]–[19],
the protocols for that service associated with UAV flocking
have not been well studied. In this article, we explore the
available MAC protocol prioritizing high reliability for the
broadcast service under flocking scenarios.

The carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA) protocol defined in 802.11 distributed coordi-
nation function (DCF) can provide broadcast service for
UAV flocking in a cost-effective manner and can be con-
veniently implemented without precise time synchronization
requirement compared with the time-division multiple access
(TDMA) protocol. However, the unchanged contention win-
dow (CW) imposes challenges on typical CSMA/CA (with
unchanged CW size) to accommodate channel deterioration
by a sudden increase of UAV density when the swarm is
moving through the narrow space [20]. To address such a
problem, it is anticipated to adaptively adjust the size of
CW as node density changes in the MAC protocol. However,

1The term “broadcast” and periodic one-hop broadcast is used interchange-
ably throughout this article.
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most existing researches on adaptive CW mechanisms focus
on the unicast service, based on collision detection with
the help of Acknowledge (ACK) and clear to send (CTS)
packets [21]–[24]. In the case of broadcast service, since no
ACK/CTS is transmitted for the successful reception, the
collisions cannot be recognized. In fact, only several CW
adjustment mechanisms adapting to varying density have been
proposed for CSMA/CA to provide efficient broadcast service
in ad hoc networks [25]–[29]. These mechanisms are designed
dedicated to vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) [30], and
they adaptively adjust the CW size based on varied states that
can be observed locally, including expiration, node density,
and reception ratio [31]. The expiration means the occur-
rence of the expired packet which is not transmitted during
its lifetime. The expiration-based mechanisms [25], [26] usu-
ally update the CW size periodically according to the number
of expirations observed locally within each interval. The local
node density typically denotes the number of neighbors per-
ceived by each node within each interval. To adjust the CW
size, the node density-based mechanisms need to evaluate the
local node density directly or indirectly [27], [28]. One effi-
cient method to evaluate the node density is to count the
different sources from which at least one broadcast packet has
been received within each interval [28]. The local reception
ratio within one interval defines the percentage of broadcast
packets that are successfully received by one node sent to
it from its neighbors [29]. The reception ratio is obtained
by utilizing the reception continuity of sequence numbers of
broadcast packets sent by one specific sender, such that any
unsuccessfully received packet can be found when there is
one gap between two received sequence numbers. Generally,
in the reception ratio-based mechanisms, the large CW will be
adjusted by one node if it estimates the low reception ratio.

Although, the implementation convenience and performance
efficiency, the above-mentioned triggering states still have
some drawbacks which make them not fulfill great broadcast
performance in density-varying flocking scenarios. First, as
for packet expiration used in [25] and [26], it occurs only
when the UAV density becomes very large. In the case, cer-
tain UAV may wait for too many other UAVs’ transmission in
the shared channel, and hence, it can be of a high risk that the
lifetime of its packet is exhausted before putting on the chan-
nel. However due to limited communication range, even for
the worst case of the swarm (when the swarm topology densi-
fies), the node density is not large enough such that few packet
expirations will occur. Furthermore, as for the node density-
based method, when the packet collision occurs frequently
as node density increases, many packets sent by neighboring
sources may not be successfully received, causing an incor-
rect perception of node density. Since the local perception on
node density is incorrectly evaluated when the packet colli-
sion probability increases, the CW size will not be adjusted in
an available manner. Third, the length of each interval should
be long enough to make the local reception ratio converge
to the real transmission performance during the interval. This
makes the CW adjustment based on the local reception ratio
insensitive to the network state change.

Moreover, the FANET requires a higher quality of broadcast
service. In VANET scenarios, the increasing of node density
within one road segment, typically means the road segment is
witnessing the congestion. In the congestion case, the average
velocity of vehicles is generally in low range. As a result,
the high-density VANET scenarios can tolerate the failure
of beacons as most vehicles are stationary or only moder-
ately moving. However, in the considered FANET scenario,
each fixed-wing UAV must keep the high forwarding speed to
keep itself in the sky. This introduces a higher requirement
on periodic broadcast service for the FANET than general
VANETs.

To further improve the broadcast performance, it is of great
importance to introduce one new state to trigger the CW
update process of CSMA/CA. The new triggering state should
be able to handle the above-mentioned drawbacks so as to
achieve better broadcast performance in density-varying flock-
ing scenarios. To find the appropriate triggering state, we need
to know how the UAV density changes under the flocking con-
trol. The flocking capability has been extensively investigated
in the field of control and aviation, which analyzes how the
whole UAVs in the swarm collectively move from one source
to one destination in the sky. One term called collective neigh-
boring potential (CNP) is used by the flocking capability, to
enforce appropriate intervehicle spacings, so as to prevent the
swarm from collisions (between UAVs or with obstacles) and
achieve cohesion. Since the inter-UAV distance directly relates
to UAV density, motivating us to treat the potential term as
one triggering state to adaptively adjust the CW size. This
article proposes an FMAC protocol, which is based on the
CSMA/CA protocol and can adjust the CW size of each UAV
adapting to the change of UAV density. In the FMAC proto-
col, before broadcasting packet during each period, each UAV
first calculates the current CNP based on neighbors’ motion
states that are announced in their received packets during the
past period. After that, the CNP at the next period start regard-
ing the same neighbors is predicted based on UAV’s kinetic
equation. Finally, each UAV could adjust the CW size by com-
paring the two CNP values. Particularly, if the current CNP
is smaller (larger) than the predicted one for enough periods,
the CW will be increased (decreased) by one constant offset
value. We summarize our contributions in threefold.

1) The FMAC protocol achieves high reliability in the
density-varying flocking scenario at a low cost. The main
feature of FMAC is its adaptability to the level of con-
tention in the network so that under low contention, it
uses normal CW size, and under high contention, uses
large CW adaptively.

2) We propose one analytical model of CSMA/CA in
the flocking scenario when the UAV swarm densifies,
and analyze the MAC performance of CSMA/CA by
integrating the typical Markov chain model and flock-
ing traffic model. The Markov chain model is used
to analyze the broadcasting performance (packet colli-
sion probability and successful transmission probability)
of CSMA/CA in the one-hop cluster of the FANET,
while the traffic flow model is used to approximately
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describe the spatial distribution of the swarm when
moving through the narrow space.

3) Different from expiration, node density, and reception
ratio, the CNP introduced in FMAC can correctly and
sensitively reflect the change of UAV density since it
directly relates to the dynamics of inter-UAV spacing.
Moreover, the CNP value can be obtained locally by
using only the motion states of neighbors. Additionally,
as for FMAC, even with limited received packets, it
can appropriately adjust the CW size of CSMA/CA
since it neatly utilizes the information contained in these
packets.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section III, we present the communication model and the
flocking functions. Then, the main problem is formulated in
Section IV, where we theoretically point out the challenge of
the typical CSMA/CA protocol when used in flocking-based
UAV scenarios. The FMAC protocol is elaborated in Section V
and the evaluation of the proposed mechanism is provided in
Section VI. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

Adaptive CW mechanisms for CSMA/CA have been inves-
tigated for decades. However, most studies such as [21]–[24]
address the adaptive CW problem in unicast service and are
mainly based on collision detection with the help of ACK
and CTS packets. Since no ACK/CTS mechanism exists, the
adaptive CW mechanisms proposed in these studies will be
unavailable in the case of broadcast service.

As far as we concerned, only several adaptive CW mecha-
nisms of CSMA/CA have been proposed for one-hop broadcast
services [25]–[29]. These mechanisms are generally designed
for VANETs, utilizing various triggering states that are
observed locally. The states mainly include expiration, node
density, and reception ratio. These mechanisms are simple
enough to be implemented and can provide efficient broadcast
service.

The adaptive CW mechanisms involved in [25] and [26]
are based on packet expiration, which means one packet is
not transmitted during its lifetime. According to the reverse
binary exponential back-off (RBEB) mechanism in [25], each
node treats one fairly large value as initial CW size, which is
halved every time one packet is found expired. Once no expi-
ration happens when there is one packet being successfully put
on the channel, the CW resets to its initial value. The collision-
expiration backoff (CEB) mechanism in [26] utilizes the local
observed ratio of packet expiration. Within each observation
interval (OI) which includes several beacon periods, the num-
ber of expired packets is counted. Then, at the end of the OI,
the ratio of the expired packet number counted in the current
OI to one preset threshold is computed. If the ratio is smaller
than 1, the CW will be divided by the ratio, otherwise, the
CW will be multiplied by the ratio. However, packet expira-
tion occurs only when the node density becomes pretty large.
In the case with aggressive network node density, one specific
node may wait for enormous other nodes’ transmissions in
the shared channel, and hence it can be of the high risk that
its packet is not transmitted during its lifetime. As the mat-
ter of fact, due to limited communication range, even for the

worst case of the swarm (when the swarm topology densifies),
the node density will not be dramatically high such that few
packet expirations will be witnessed.

The adaptive CW mechanisms in [27] and [28] are based
on local node density, which is estimated within each interval
by counting the different sources from which at least one bea-
con has been received. Chrysostomou et al. [27] designed the
fuzzy logic-based broadcast MAC controller (FLB) which is
responsible for the adjustment of CW size. The node density
measured at the current and previous sampling intervals is two
inputs of the FLB controller, while the output being the CW
size. The FLB controller is conducted by the nonlinear con-
trol law called linguistic IF-THEN rule, to dynamically adjust
the output CW according to input values. The idea behind the
control law is that when the current node density is higher
than one threshold, the CW size is increased no matter how
small the previous node density is. In [28], at each interval,
the CW is computed by directly multiplying the node density
with one predefined parameter.

However, when the packet collision occurs frequently as
node density increases, many packets sent by neighboring
sources may not be successfully received, causing incorrect
estimation of node density. This will make the CW size
under node density-based mechanisms cannot be adjusted in
an available manner. It is worth mentioning that the node
density-based mechanism is similar to our CNP-based mech-
anism, which is all related to the number of neighboring
sources from which at least one packet is received within the
last interval/period. However, there are primary differences
and strengths in our CNP-based mechanism in comparison
with node density-based mechanisms, which will be briefly
analyzed in Section V.

Moreover, in [28], other efficient methods, which are idle
time based, stop time based, and speed based, have been
proposed to evaluate the local node density. The idea involved
in the idle time-based method is to compare the time the
channel is idle due to the back-off mechanism and the time
the channel is occupied by collisions within each interval.
Intuitively, the higher the ratio of idle time to the collision
time, the lower the node density. However, since the collisions
cannot be detected in broadcast environments, one approach
to compute the collision time is taken by multiplying the num-
ber of lost beacons with the time needed for transmitting one
beacon. As for the stop time based and speed-based meth-
ods, local node density is evaluated based on the time the car
is stopped within each interval or the speed of each node,
respectively. The reasonability lies in the fact that the vehicle
might be stopped or running at low speed if the road traffic is
jammed, which means the network is witnessing one increase
of the node density. However, the methods are not available in
FANET since each fixed-wing UAV requires high forwarding
speed to keep itself in the sky.

In [29], the adaptive CW mechanism is proposed based on
the local reception ratio, which is estimated by the percent-
age of packets that are successfully received. Since packets
are sequenced and broadcasted accordingly by each genera-
tor, one node can find unsuccessful packets sent to it from
one specific neighbor if there are gaps between the two lat-
est received sequence numbers. Then, the weighted reception
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Fig. 1. Collective movement of UAV swarm under flocking control in the obstacle-based environment.

ratio regarding the neighbor can be computed iteratively by
the node, where one gap is counted by 0 and one received
sequence number is counted by 1. The channel is divided into
intervals with constant lengths, and at the end of each interval,
the local reception ratio is then computed by the node as the
mean value of weighted reception ratios regarding all poten-
tial neighbors. If the local reception ratio is larger than that
computed within the last interval for one certain threshold,
the CW size will decrease, otherwise the opposite. However,
for the reception ratio-based mechanism, the length of each
interval should be long enough such that the local reception
ratio could reflect the real transmission performance during
the interval as much as possible.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Model

We consider N UAVs in the swarm, each of which is
equipped with one communication device and the UAVs form
the FANET among the swarm, as shown in Fig. 1. We assume
that all UAVs in the swarm have the same carrier sensing range
and communication range, and the two ranges for each UAV
are identical, denoted by r > 0. For certain UAV i, its neigh-
bors are the UAVs that are within the distance of r from UAV i.
One channel denoted as C0 is used by the FANET, and the
state packets containing the position and velocity information
of the sender UAVs are transmitted among neighbors on the
channel and will be used for the swarm to develop various
cooperation control capabilities. Without loss of generality, we
focus on the flocking capability in this article.

We also assume that the packets are periodically broadcasted
in one-hop mode with the predetermined period of Tp, and
the transmission period for each node is identical but with
varying starting time. Moreover, the period length Tp remains
unchanged to guarantee the equal interval between arrivals of
every two consecutive packets. Denote the packet generating
time sequence of the ith UAV as ti1, ti2, ti3, . . ., tik, . . . , where
the superscript k denotes the kth period. When one packet
is generated by the application layer of the ith UAV at tik,

the packet will be sent immediately to the MAC layer. In
order to simplify the model, we neglect the transmission time
between the application layer and the MAC layer, as well as
the propagation delay of signals.

In fact, there will be heterogeneous periods for different
transmission services. For example, UAVs send flight status
messages to the ground station at the rate of 2 Hz and UAVs
also send pose messages to update the ground station and other
swarm vehicles as to their current states at the rate of 10 Hz.
However, in this article, we only consider the transmission
of periodic packets containing UAVs’ states, which is needed
to develop flocking capability. Therefore, we assume that the
considered periodic packets are transmitted independently via
one transceiver, while other types of packets are transmitted
via another transceiver, as assumed in [14].

B. Broadcast Mode of CSMA/CA Protocol

Since the CSMA/CA can be conveniently implemented
without precise time synchronization requirement which is
needed in the TDMA protocol, in this article, we consider
the UAVs share the channel C0 with its neighbors based on
the CSMA/CA protocol. Note that the CSMA/CA protocol in
this article refers to the typical contention mechanism of the
IEEE 802.11 DCF [32], and it will be described in detail in
the following contexts.

In the broadcast mode of CSMA/CA, when one packet is
put into the MAC queue, the MAC layer informs the radio
interface to sense the channel. When the channel is sensed
idle for a certain time interval equaling to DCF interframe
spacing (DIFS), the MAC layer starts the backoff mechanism.
During the backoff mechanism, the channel is divided into
slots and the node activates one backoff counter, which holds
one integer value randomly chosen from the range (0,CW). If
the channel is sensed as idle at one slot, the backoff counter
will be decreased by 1 at the end of that slot, otherwise, it will
be frozen until the channel becomes empty and ready for the
next DIFS time. When the backoff counter decreases to 0, the
node will immediately broadcast its message. At the broadcast
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Fig. 2. CSMA/CA at broadcast mode.

mode, the size of CW is fixed and no ACK is sent when one
packet is successfully received. Hence, no retransmission is
required if the packet is not correctly decoded at the receiver.
Fig. 2 illustrates the process, where UAVs A, B, C, and D
are within the communication range of each other, and their
packets are sent to the MAC queue at different periods with
different backoff values, e.g., 3, 6, 3, and 3 for each UAV.
When UAV A sends its packet, other UAVs keep sensing the
channel until it is idle for DIFS. After the transmission of A’s
packet, other UAVs start their backoff process. Fortunately,
UAVs C and D could send their packets after three slots, while
UAV B needs to freeze its backoff counter and waits for one
total DIFS time after their transmissions.

Note that in CSMA/CA, access collision could occur on
channel C0, when two or more UAVs within two hop of each
other broadcast their packets simultaneously. For example, in
Fig. 2, UAVs C and D will send their packets simultaneously,
resulting in the access collision at their potential receivers.
Moreover, for each broadcast packet, it will be dropped if it
is not sent on the channel before the arrival of its next packet.
We denote such a phenomenon as packet expiration.

C. Collective Motion Model

We assume that all UAVs move in the n = 2 dimensional
Euclidean space. Actually, in practice, the UAV always moves
in the n = 3 dimensional Euclidean space. To simplify the
description in this article and make some figures more intu-
itive, we assume all UAVs move in the 2-D Euclidean space.
In fact, this 2-D assumption can be achieved by using the con-
sensus algorithm [33] in a practical scenario, while treating the
flight height of UAV as the status that needs to be a consen-
sus. Moreover, the proposed adaptive protocol is independent
of the dimension of UAV’s motion.

1) Single UAV Motion Model: Each UAV in the swarm is
equipped with the flight control module, which is used to steer
the movement of the UAV. The position and velocity of the
ith UAV at any time instant t are represented by pi(t) ∈ Rn

and vi(t) ∈ Rn, respectively. The kinetic dynamics of the UAV
is described by {

ṗi(t) = vi(t)
v̇i(t) = ui(t)

(1)

where ui(t) ∈ Rn represents the input of the control module
at time instant t.

We consider the flight environment in the presence of obsta-
cles, which could be mountains, buildings, or dangerous fields.
For simplicity, all considered obstacles are restricted to be con-
nected convex region in Rn. The connected convex region can
refer to [20], which is the conception in the field of Geometry.
Intuitively, the connected convex region means that the region
is convex and there is no concave place. In most practical
flight environments, some narrow spaces may be formed by
pairwise obstacles as shown in Fig. 1.

2) Flocking Motion Model: In this article, we consider the
swarm moves through the narrow space in a flocking manner.
Note that the narrow space flight environment is motivated
by the scenario mentioned in [20], and it is used to create a
scenario where the UAV swarm will densify. As for flocking
motion, it requires collision avoidance (between UAVs or with
obstacles) and cohesion among the swarm during the collec-
tive motion. The collision avoidance aims to ensure the safety
of the swarm, while cohesion is supposed to preserve the con-
nectivity of the FANET, such that each UAV in the swarm can
alert each other to environmental threats and attacks [34]. Such
cooperative movement relies on the flocking capability, which
is developed by flocking algorithms through the control mod-
ule [9], [20]. For each UAV, the flocking algorithm updates
its control input at the start of each period based on motion
states announced in neighbors’ packets, which are received
during the last period on channel C0. As a result, the control
module will decide the upcoming interswarm motion (moving
far away/close to neighboring UAVs) of the UAV, to achieve
cooperative movement. Moreover, the control input of each
UAV is also affected by the obstacle states sensed by onboard
sensors.

In this article, the control module of each UAV uses the
flocking algorithm proposed in [20]. Particularly, at the begin-
ning of the kth period tik, UAV i updates the control input
ui(tik) according to

ui
(
tik

) = unei
i

(
tik

) + uobs
i

(
tik

) + uleader
i

(
tik

)
. (2)

The first term unei
i (tik) aims to steer UAV i to move to the

appropriate position regarding its neighbors to avoid collision
and achieve cohesion. The second term uobs

i (tik) acts when any
obstacle is sensed within the range of r′ by UAV i and can
be used to achieve obstacle avoidance for UAV swarm. The
third term uleader

i (tik) is affected by the motion states of the
virtual leader, making the swarm follow the virtual leader to
the desired destination. As derived in [20], the explicit form
of each term in (2) is given by

unei
i

(
tik

) = −cnei
1

∑
j

∇pi
ψnei

(∥∥p̃j

(
tik

) − pi

(
tik

)∥∥
σ

)

+ cnei
2

∑
j

aij
(
ṽj

(
tik

) − vi
(
tik

))
(3)
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Fig. 3. Considered flight environment.

uobs
i

(
tik

) = −cobs
1

∑
m

∇pi
ψobs

(∥∥p̂m

(
tik

) − pi

(
tik

)∥∥
σ

)

+ cobs
2

∑
m

bi,m
(
v̂m

(
tik

) − vi
(
tik

))
(4)

and

uleader
i

(
tik

) = −cleader
1 σ1

(
pi

(
tik

) − pr

(
tik

))
− cleader

2

(
vi

(
tik

) − vr
(
tik

))
(5)

respectively, where cαβ are positive constants for all β ∈ {1, 2}
and α ∈ {nei, obs, leader}, and the σ -norm of the vector z is
defined as

‖z‖σ = 1

ε

[√
1 + ε‖z‖2 − 1

]
(6)

with ε > 0. As shown in Fig. 1, p̃j(t
i
k) and ṽj(tik) in (3),

respectively, represent the position and velocity of UAV j,
which are derived from the received packet UAV j from UAV
i between tik−1 and tik. Moreover, p̂m(t

i
k) and v̂m(tik) in (4),

respectively, denote the position and velocity of “on-vehicle
neighbor” m of UAV i at time tik, with m being the near-
est point sensed by UAV i on the boundary of the obstacle.
pr(t

i
k) and vr(tik) represent the position and velocity of one vir-

tual leader. ψnei(‖p̃j(t
i
k)− pi(t

i
k)‖σ ) is called the neighboring

potential function in i’s perspective, depending on the rela-
tive position between i and its neighbor j, which is the map
Rn → R+.

If UAV i flies too close to UAV j, this potential will act as
the repulsion via unei

i to steer i move away from j to avoid
collision. Otherwise, if UAV i is too far away from UAV j,
this potential will act as attraction to steer i move toward j.
Another potential function ψobs(‖p̂m(t

i
k)− pi(t

i
k)‖σ ) performs

similarly as ψnei(‖p̃j(t
i
k)− pi(t

i
k)‖σ ), except that it acts as the

repulsion through uobs
i to steer UAV i move far away from

obstacles.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

As shown in Fig. 3, only two pairwise obstacles are con-
sidered in this section, which form the narrow space. We will

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT SYMBOLS

analyze the MAC-layer performance of the CSMA/CA proto-
col in the scenario where the swarm has to flock through the
narrow space. Even though many models have concentrated
on the broadcasting performance of the CSMA/CA protocol
in VANET [25], [35]–[39], they cannot be directly used in the
flocking scenario. This is because the motion behavior of the
swarm is under control, causing that the UAV traffic flows in
the FANET are different from that in VANET. Specifically, the
motion behavior of all UAVs within each period is automati-
cally and locally decided by the control input via (1), which
is updated at the beginning of the corresponding period. The
control input is computed using the flocking algorithm (2)
with the knowledge of the flight status of neighbors. Each
UAV does not move casually or randomly such that making
the UAV behave like it is being controlled. Based on the ana-
lytical model, we will provide insight on the limitation of the
CSMA/CA protocol in the flock scenario. The notations in this
section are summarized in Table I.

A. Analytical Performance of the CSMA/CA Mechanism

Consider a set of UAVs, where any two UAVs are within
the communication range of each other. Note that the over-
lay FANET among the swarm is a multihop communication
network in this article. However, in this section, we would like
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to provide one approximate and a theoretical glimpse of the
CSMA/CA performance deterioration caused by the increase
of UAV density, which is defined as the number of UAVs
within a one-hop communication range. Since hidden termi-
nals are ignored in the following theoretical model (however
we have stated their effects on MAC performance in the last
paragraph of this section), we therefore only need to consider
the CSMA/CA performance within the one-hop cluster. In the
following, we will analyze the broadcasting performance (i.e.,
the packet collision probability Pcol and the successful trans-
mission probability Psucc) of CSMA/CA in the one-hop cluster
of the FANET.

For certain time instant t, the MAC states of each UAV
mainly include: 1) idle, referring that the UAV does not have
any packet to send and 2) backoff, referring the UAV’s back-
off state, which is represented by the remaining value of its
backoff counter. This section uses −1 to represent the idle
state and uses 0, 1, . . . ,CW − 1 to represent possible backoff
states. For each UAV, as the time tends to be infinite, the state
distribution at each time instant tends to be steady. Therefore,
we use b(k) where k = −1, 0, 1, . . . ,CW−1, to represent the
stationary distribution of corresponding state of each UAV.

We simplify the chain model in [35] by only considering
periodic one-hop broadcast service, as shown in Fig. 4. Note
that the starts of all nodes are synchronized in [35], which
is different from the model in this section. In our model, the
period starts of all UAVs may not be synchronized. Assume
each period can be divided into Nv “virtual time slot,” and the
UAV sends its packet at one virtual time slot. Then, we have

pg = 1

Nv
(7)

where pg represents the probability of each UAV for generating
one packet. pbusy in (8) denotes the probability that the channel
C0 is busy, then based on Fig. 4, the transition equation of
MAC states in [35] is modified as⎧⎨

⎩
p[k|−1] = 1

CW , for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,CW − 1
p[k − 1|k ] = 1 − pbusy, for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,CW − 1
p[k|k ] = pbusy, for k = 1, 2, . . . ,CW − 1.

(8)

According to (8), we have⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

b(−1)
CW + b(1)

(
1 − pbusy

) = b(0)
(
1 − pbusy

)
b(−1)
CW + b(2)

(
1 − pbusy

) = b(1)
(
1 − pbusy

)
...

b(−1)
CW + b(k)

(
1 − pbusy

) = b(k − 1)
(
1 − pbusy

)
(9)

and

b(−1)pg = b(0)
(
1 − pbusy

)
. (10)

According to (9), we can further derive the relations between
b(−1), b(0), and b(k) (k = 1, 2, . . . ,CW − 1) as follows:

b(−1)
k

CW
+ b(k)

(
1 − pbusy

) = b(0)
(
1 − pbusy

)
. (11)

Additionally, by substituting (10) into (11), we have

b(k) = pgCW − k

pgCW
b(0). (12)

Finally, by using the normalized condition
∑CW−1

k=−1 b(k) = 1,
we can obtain b(0) as

b(0) =
{

1 + 1 − pbusy

pg
+ 1

pgCW

[
(CW − 1)pgCW

− CW(CW − 1)

2

]}−1

. (13)

Note that the state distribution that the channel is busy at
Nv we discussed here refers to a steady-state distribution. The
considered virtual time slot Nv is assumed to be long enough to
finish the transmission of any broadcast packet. Therefore, the
steady distribution that the channel is busy is only decided by
the distribution of b(0) at the corresponding virtual time slot
Nv. Based on the above discussion, pbusy can be represented
by b(0) as

pbusy = 1 − [1 − b(0)]None (14)

where None denotes the number of UAVs in the one-hop
cluster. The value of b(0) can be easily calculated by sub-
stituting (7) and (14) to (13), and therefore, psucc and pcol can
be computed as follows:

Psucc = Noneb(0)
{

[1 − b(0)]None−1
}

(15)

Pcol = 1 − Noneb(0)
{

[1 − b(0)]None−1
}
. (16)

B. Traffic Flow Model in the Flocking Scenario

As per (15) and (16), only the value of None needs to be
solved. To calculate None, the distribution of UAVs within the
swarm is required. During flocking in the considered scenario,
all the three terms in (2) will affect the motion behaviors of all
UAVs, and further their spatial distributions within the swarm.
To simplify the analysis of the UAV distribution of the sce-
nario in Fig. 3, several assumptions are made, which are only
applied to the rest of this section. First, we assume that there
are infinite UAVs in the swarm and the maximum width of
the swarm along the vertical direction is IO+2Robs, as shown
in Fig. 3. In fact, the traffic passes through the obstacles tends
to be 0 since the number of UAVs in the swarm is limited.
Therefore, we assume that there are infinite UAVs in the swarm
such that as the time tends to be infinite, the UAV traffic pass-
ing through the reference line will finally reach steady. The
following analyses are based on the steady traffic assumption.
Furthermore, we assume the swarm has formed a stable struc-
ture before moving to the proximity of the two obstacles. In
the stable structure of the UAV swarm, the distance between
each pair of neighbors is maintained as d [20].

Based on the considered scenario, the traffic flow model is
developed in Fig. 5, which approximately captures the spatial
dynamics of the UAVs. In Fig. 5, the x axis lies in the middle
of the two obstacles, and the y axis is tangent to the left edge
of the obstacles. Moreover, the reference line located at xobs =
(Robs, 0) and parallel to the y axis is used to observe the UAVs
passing though it.

In the considered scenario, the UAVs moving through the
reference line mainly come from three segments, i.e., seg-
ment 1, segment 2, and segment 3, as shown in Fig. 5, resulting
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Fig. 4. 1-D chain model.

Fig. 5. Model of UAV traffic flow.

in following differential equations:

∂Nout(t)

∂t
= ∂Nseg1(t)

∂t
+ ∂Nseg2(t)

∂t
+ ∂Nseg3(t)

∂t
. (17)

Obviously, ∂Nseg1(t)/∂t equals ∂Nseg3(t)/∂t. To calculate
∂Nseg1(t)/∂t or ∂Nseg3(t)/∂t, the UAV flow in the frontier
fraction of segment 1, can be treated as the one-way path
tangent to the boundary of the obstacle, as illustrated in the
macroscopic flow in Fig. 5. Additionally, according to the
assumption that the swarm holds the stable structure before
meeting the obstacles, we can obtain

∂Nseg1(t)

∂t
= ∂Nseg3(t)

∂t
=

√
2d|vave|√
2Robs

= d|vave|
Robs

(18)

where |vave| represents the modulus of the average speed of
UAVs in the swarm. Moreover, according to the macroscopic
flow in Fig. 5, we have

∂Nseg3(t)

∂t
= IO

d
|vave|. (19)

Therefore, the value of the swarm, None, over the narrow
space can be obtained as

None =
∫ r

0

r

L(xobs)

∂Nout(t)

∂t
dxobs. (20)

By substituting (20) to (15) and (16), the broadcasting
performance of CSMA/CA under the flocking scenario can

Fig. 6. Move through narrow space.

be developed. Note that the proposed approach can be used
to analyze other flight environments with more complicated
obstacle distributions.

C. Limitation of CSMA/CA in the Flocking Scenario

Since the cooperation movement of UAV swarm is achieved
by the flocking algorithm in (2), two major swarm structures
will be formed as shown in Fig. 6.

1) Lattice Structure: When all UAVs fly as the flock in
areas without obstacles nearby, they will maintain the
lattice structure, and the nearest distance to the neigh-
bors is maintained as d. The value of d is designed to
maximize the mission coverage of the swarm. Since no
obstacle is encountered, this structure is mainly achieved
by ψnei(‖ṽj(tik)− vi(tik)‖σ ).

2) Squeezing Structure: When the swarm moves
within the proximity of some obstacles, the term
ψβ(‖p̂m(t

i
k)− pi(t

i
k)‖σ ) acts, making the fraction of

swarm close to the obstacles acts like being squeezed
to avoid collision with obstacles.

According to the macroscopic flow in Fig. 5, it can be
observed that during the switching from lattice structure
to squeezing structure, the UAV density of the swarm is
increased. This is because the flocking enforces shorter inter-
UAV distance for the UAVs close to the obstacles to avoid
collisions. In contrast, the UAV density will be decreased dur-
ing the switching from squeezing structure to lattice structure.
Since None is directly proportional to the UAV density of
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the swarm, the increase of UAV density will cause deteriora-
tion on the broadcasting performance of CSMA/CA according
to (15) and (16). In fact, (15) and (16) do not consider hid-
den UAVs, but it can be foreseen that the hidden UAVs will
impose extra deterioration. Therefore, the CSMA/CA protocol
fails to maintain the reliable broadcast service during flocking
in the considered scenario, owing to the fixed CW size and
the varying UAV density.

V. PROPOSED FLOCKING MAC PROTOCOL

To achieve the flocking capability in the density-varying
scenario, the MAC protocol should be able to maintain high
reliability for the broadcast service during the whole flocking
motion. In order to achieve this goal, we propose the flock-
ing MAC (FMAC) protocol, where each UAV could update
the CW size at each period adapting to the density variation.
Once the new CW is acquired, each UAV executes the same
backoff procedure as CSMA/CA and broadcasts its packet on
channel C0 to its one-hop neighbors until the backoff counter
reaches 0. In the proposed FMAC protocol, each broadcast
packet must contain its own identifier (e.g., UAV ID), posi-
tion, velocity, and control input. The position information is
encoded as two 4-B floating point quantities, for x and y
coordinate values. Similarly, the velocity and control input is,
respectively, encoded as two 4-B floating point quantities, for
components of velocity along x axis and y axis. We assume
that the lifetime of the received packet is Tp, which is the same
as the period length. Upon not receiving one beacon from one
neighbor for longer than timeout interval Tp, the UAV assumes
that the neighbor has failed or gone out-of-range, and deletes
the neighbor information from its table. For certain UAV i,
Nnei

i (tik) is the node set at the kth period containing the IDs
of its one-hop neighbors. In this section, we will elaborate on
the CW update mechanism within the FMAC protocol.

A. Current Collective Neighboring Potential

To decide the new CW in the FMAC protocol before trans-
mitting one packet, each UAV should calculate the current
CNP first, defined as V(Nnei

i (tik)) and is calculated based on
the positions of neighboring UAVs in Nnei

i (tik), i.e.,

V
(

Nnei
i

(
tik

)) =
∑

j∈Nnei
i

(
tik

)ψnei

(∥∥p̃j

(
tik

) − pi

(
tik

)∥∥
σ

)
(21)

where ψnei(‖ · ‖σ ) is given by [20]

ψnei(‖·‖σ ) =
∫ ‖·‖σ

dσ
φnei(s)ds. (22)

Note that φnei(z) = ρh(z/rσ )φ(z − dσ ), with

ρh(z) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1, if z ∈ [0, h)
1
2

[
1 + cos

(
π
(z−h)
(1−h)

)]
, if z ∈ [h, 1]

0, otherwise

(23)

and

φ(z) = 1

2
[(a + b)σ1(z + c)+ (a − b)] (24)

where σ1(z) = z/
√

1 + z2 and 0 < h < 1. The three con-
stants a, b, and c satisfy 0 < a ≤ b and c = |a − b|/√4ab.
Moreover, the terms dσ and rσ are obtained by substituting d
and r into (6), respectively. Note that (23) and (24) were all
designed in [20].

As for CNP V(Nnei
i (tik)), it is the resultant potential in i’s

perspective. Choose any subset Snei
i from Nnei

i (tik), and assume
the elements in Snei

i remain unchanged for enough periods
Ts. Note that this assumption is only used for the following
discussions in this section. Then, we describe some interesting
observations on the CNP.

1) If the swarm maintains the lattice structure after tik as in
the left part of Fig. 6, the intervehicle distance between i
and any neighbor in Snei

i will remain d for upcoming Ts

periods. Therefore, the change of CNP will maintain 0
or constant small value (since there may be some offset
between their broadcasting moments).

2) If the swarm switches from the lattice structure to the
squeezing structure after tik, the neighborhood of i will
become more and more cohesive, meanwhile, the inter-
vehicle distance between i and any neighbor in Snei

i will
decrease for upcoming Ts periods. Therefore, the CNP
will experience one sharp increase.

3) Oppositely, when inverse switching happens, the neigh-
borhood of i becomes more and more separative and
the intervehicle distance between i and any neighbor in
Snei

i will increase for upcoming Ts periods, causing the
decrease of the CNP.

To verify our above-mentioned arguments, the CNP varia-
tions of all UAVs within 1 s over the scenario in Fig. 6 is
measured. Specifically, the boundaries of the two obstacles
are circles and are of the same radius of 25 m centered at
(300, 30) and (300, 100), respectively. One swarm consisting
of 150 UAVs is considered to conduct collective motion with
the help of a flocking algorithm in (2). Fig. 7 shows the snap-
shots of the swarm at several time instants, where the two red
hollow circles represent obstacles, and black hollow circles
represent UAVs. The simulation runs 20 time intervals, with
each equaling to 1 s, and we measure the average CNP vari-
ation within each interval. The average CNP variation is the
average value of CNP variations of all UAVs at each interval.
At the initial time t = 0, the swarm has formed the lattice
structure as shown in Fig. 7(a), and moves toward the right
with the speed of (6, 0) m/s. At t = 10 s, the swarm reaches
the neighborhood of the obstacles as shown in Fig. 7(b).
Then, the swarm has to maneuver through the two obsta-
cles, as shown in Fig. 7(c). Fig. 7(d) shows our measurement
of average CNP variations within each time interval in the
considered scenario. It can be observed that from 1st to 10th
interval, the average CNP variations equal to 0 within these
intervals since the swarm is maintaining the lattice structure.
After 10 s, the swarm is moving through the obstacles, there-
fore, it can be observed that the average CNP variations are
relatively large, indicating that the CNP in one’s perspective
is increasing. Moreover, the average CNP variation tends to
increase along with the time since the number of UAVs that
move into the narrow space within the two obstacles increases.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7. Swarm snapshots and average CNP variation. (a) Snapshot of the swarm at t = 0 s. (b) Snapshot of the swarm at t = 10 s. (c) Snapshot of the
swarm at t = 20 s. (d) Average CNP variations at different intervals.

Based on the aforementioned discussions, we can conclude
that the evolution of CNP regarding the same neighbors in
one’s perspective can reflect the switching state that the swarm
is performing, and thus can further show the varying trend of
UAV density.

The simulation results in Fig. 7 are simply used to help read-
ers to identify our observations on the CNP described above.
Actually, Ts here is set as 1 s (including ten periods) rather
than one period since we would like to show more intensive
and intuitive results on the evolution of CNP, so as to make
our statement above more clear. The parameters in Fig. 7 do
not relate to our proposed FMAC protocol, instead, it is just
utilized to make the readers be more clear of the motivation
of the FMAC protocols.

B. Predicted Collective Neighboring Potential

To be informed the evolution of CNP regarding neighbors
in Nnei

i (tik) after tik, UAV i must acquire the new positions of
neighbors in Nnei

i (tik). However, the new packet sent by any
neighbor j in Nnei

i (tik) may not be received successfully by
UAV i after tik due to access collision. Hence, the evolution
of CNP based on neighbors in Nnei

i (tik), cannot be observed
directly by UAV i. Fortunately, for any UAV j in Nnei

i (tik),
the control input uj(t

j
k) updated at time instant tjk is constant

during the upcoming period, which decides the motion of
UAV j within the period. This is different from the vehicles

in VANET, where the acceleration of each vehicle may vary
occasionally by the willing of the driver.

We first illustrate how to predict the upcoming position and
velocity of neighboring UAVs in detail. At UAV j’s period
start tjk, it updates its control input and broadcasts it to its sur-
rounding neighbors. UAV i which is the neighbor of UAV j
receives the packet and will be informed of the control input
as well as the position and velocity of UAV j at tjk. UAV
i defaults that the control input (announced by the received
packet) of UAV j will decide the motion of the UAV j’s
upcoming one period length since the control input remains
unchanged for upcoming one period. In this article, we do
not consider the wind force or other intruders in the air envi-
ronment. Consequently, UAV j’s motion within its upcoming
period can be predicted by UAV i with small error, while the
error is introduced by the latency of broadcast packet send by
j. Specifically, according to Newton’s second law of motion,
we have {

p̂j = p̃j
(
tik

) + p̃j
(
tik

)
Tp + 1

2 ũj
(
tik

)
T2

p
v̂j = ṽj

(
tik

) + ũj
(
tik

)
Tp

(25)

where ũj(tik) is the control input of UAV j announced by
j’s packet received by i between tik−1 and tik. Moreover, p̂j
and v̂j represent the predicted position and velocity of j at
its next period start. Then, the CNP at i’s subsequent period
start regarding Nnei

i (tik) can be predicted by substituting (25)
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Algorithm 1 CNP-Based Adaptive CW Mechanism in FMAC

Input: Vpre
(
Nnei

i

(
tik

))
and V

(
Nnei

i

(
tik

))
of UAV i.

Output: The size of CW of UAV i.
1: At UAV i’s period start tik.
2: if Vpre

(
Nnei

i

(
tik

))
< V

(
Nnei

i

(
tik

))
then

3: count = count − 1
4: else if Vpre

(
Nnei

i

(
tik

))
> V

(
Nnei

i

(
tik

))
then

5: count = count + 1
6: else
7: count is unchanged
8: end if
9: if count > δ then

10: CW = CW +�

11: count=initial
12: Anti-overflow
13: else if count < δ then
14: CW = CW −�

15: count=initial
16: Anti-overflow
17: else
18: CW is unchanged
19: end if

into (21), i.e.,

Vpre

(
Nnei

i

(
tik

)) =
∑

j∈Nnei
i

(
tik

)ψnei

(∥∥q̂j − q̂i

(
tik+1

)∥∥
σ

)
. (26)

C. CW Adjustment Mechanism in the FMAC Protocol

By computing Vpre(Nnei
i (tik)) with V(Nnei

i (tik)), the change of
CNP regarding the same neighbors Nnei

i (tik) could be perceived
by UAV i. As discussed in the first part of this section, the
evolution of CNP for each UAV regarding the same neighbors
can reflect the varying trend of the UAV density. Therefore,
the size of CW can be adjusted by comparing Vpre(Nnei

i (tik))
and V(Nnei

i (tik)), which will be described as follows.
Let δ and � be two positive constant values. In the

adaptive CW mechanism of the FMAC protocol, for any
UAV i at the kth period start tik, it first computes the cur-
rent CNP V(Nnei

i (tik)) using (21). Then, the predicted CNP
Vpre(Nnei

i (tik)) based on motion states of Nnei
i (tik) can be

acquired using (26). Subsequently, the two CNPs are compared
directly. If Vpre(Nnei

i (tik)) is larger (smaller) than V(Nnei
i (tik)),

another counter of i (different from backoff counter) will be
increased (decreased) by 1. If the value of the counter is higher
(smaller) than the threshold δ, the CW of i in this period will
be increased (decreased) by �. Moreover, after each adjust-
ment of the CW size, the counter will be reset to its initial
value. Brief illustration of this mechanism is illustrated in
Algorithm. 1.

The anti-overflow process in Algorithm. 1 is designed to
avoid relative large CW size or relative small CW size.
Consider two positive constant values CWmax and CWmin,
the size of any updated CW should be smaller than CWmax
and larger than CWmin. Otherwise, CWmax or CWmin will be
treated as the new CW size.

D. Differences Between CNP Metric in Comparison With the
Other Triggering States

First, the CNP metrics (the current value and predicted
value) within each period can be obtained if at least one
broadcast packet is received. This makes FMAC more stable
in evaluating the network condition than the expiration-based
method in the considered flocking scenario since packet expi-
ration in the scenario is almost impossible to be observed.
Second, under FMAC, one period is enough to efficiently eval-
uate the network condition trend by comparing the practical
CNP value and predicted CNP value. This makes FMAC more
sensitive to the change of network condition than the reception
ratio-based mechanism since it will take too much time for the
estimated reception ratio to converge to a practical one.

Third, the node density metric is similar to CNP metric,
since their values all relate to the number of neighboring
sources from which at least one packet is received within one
interval. However, there is one primary difference between
them. The node density metric utilizes only the number of
different sources from which at least one broadcast packet
has been received within one interval to evaluate the network
condition. However, the CNP utilizes not only the number
of sources but also the information involved in their packets,
that is, the positions and velocities of the sources. The differ-
ence makes our CNP-based mechanism capture the practical
network condition more sensitively and accurately than the
node density-based method. This is because the serious loss
of broadcast packets when the FANET densifies will make the
number of received sources be much more different from the
real neighbors in the proximity. However, for the CNP metric,
it mainly utilizes the information announced by the received
sources rather than the number of them.

For example, assume one node has nine neighbors indexed
by 1–9, however it only receives packets of neighbors 1, 2,
3, 5, 6, 7, and 9 within one specific period, in which the
packets of neighbors 4 and 8 are lost. Therefore the node will
treat the node density around itself as 7. After several periods,
the FANET densifies and the number of the node’s neighbors
increases to 13, with the neighbors being indexed by 1–13.
Consider another period after the FANET densifies, the node
only receives packets of neighbors 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 11, and 12,
where the packets of neighbors 2, 5, 7, 9, 10, and 13 are lost
due to increasing contentions. The node will still treat the node
density around itself as 7. Therefore, when only utilizing the
number of received sources to evaluate the network condition,
one will result in an incorrect conclusion. However, even only
7 out of 13 packets are received, the CNP could still notice the
change of node density around itself by analyzing the motion
information in the seven packets.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This section presents simulation results to evaluate the
performance of the proposed FMAC protocol, as com-
pared with the typical CSMA/CA protocol, the CEB-based
CSMA/CA protocol [26], the protocol proposed in [28], and
the protocol proposed in [29]. The three protocols [26], [28],
[29] are chosen as comparative protocols since they are typical
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 8. Flocking motion in the presence of obstacles. (a) t = 0. (b) t = 20. (c) t = 30. (d) t = 40. (e) t = 70. (f) Node density over time.

adaptive mechanisms and have been proved to achieve effi-
cient broadcast performances. Moreover, the three protocols,
respectively, utilize packet expiration, node density, and recep-
tion ratio as triggering states, while our FMAC utilizes the
CNP. Therefore, choosing the three protocols as comparative
protocols will show the advantage of the triggering condition
(CNP) proposed in FMAC. Some common parameters at the
MAC layer for these protocols are shown in Table II. As for
the proposed FMAC protocol in this simulation, some other
parameters, such as CWmin and CWmax are set to 32 and 128,
respectively.

A. Simulation Scenario and Performance Metrics

In our simulation, the flight environment under considera-
tion consists of four obstacles that are relatively close to each
other. The simulation flight environment is motivated by the
scenario in [20]. The simulation flight environment is used to
create a scenario where the UAV density of the swarm will
densify, so as to identify our proposed FMAC protocol. The
boundaries of the four obstacles are circles, and two obsta-
cles are of the same radius of 25 m centered at (300, 30) and
(300, 100), respectively, while the other two obstacles have
the same radius of 15 m centered at (370, 40) and (380, 90),
respectively. There are N = 150 UAVs in the swarm and
the number of UAVs remains constant during the simulation.
Initially, all UAVs hover within the region [0, 120]2, with their
forwarding velocities being all 0 and positions drawn from
the random distribution. The black hollow circles in Fig. 8(a)
shows the snapshot of all UAVs at the initial time.

Consider that each UAV can receive information from one
virtual leader moving with the speed (6, 0) m/s from the initial
coordination (380, 60). With the flocking algorithm in (2), the

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

swarm has to maneuver through the four obstacles tracking the
virtual leader. Table II summarizes the simulation parameters
of the flocking algorithm. The packet containing motion states
is generated at the frequency of 10 Hz by each UAV, which
is needed by the flocking algorithm. Moreover, the communi-
cation range r and sensor range r′ are set to 1.2 and 0.72 d,
respectively, as provided in [20]. The total simulation time
is 100 s in each run. Fig. 8(a)–(e) shows the snapshots of
the swarm at several time instants, where the four red hollow
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circles represent obstacles, and black hollow circles represent
UAVs. From Fig. 8(a)–(e), we can observe that the UAVs avoid
collisions with all obstacles as moving forward.

In the evaluation, two metrics in the MAC layer, namely,
successful transmission probability (Psucc) and packet colli-
sion probability (Pcol), are considered. These two metrics are
measured every 5 s by

Psucc(s) =
∑N

i=1
∑Mi

m=1
Nr

i (m)

Nnei
i (m)∑N

i=1 Mi
(27)

and

Pcol(s) =
∑N

i=1
∑Mi

m=1
Nc

i (m)

Nnei
i (m)∑N

i=1 Mi
(28)

respectively, where s represents the sth interval which is of
5-s length. Nnei

i (m) is the total number of vehicles within the
communication range of certain UAV i when i is transmit-
ting its m packet, while Nr

i (m) < Nnei
i (m) denotes the number

of neighboring vehicles that can receive the mth packet of i
successfully. Moreover, Nc

i < Nnei
i (m) denotes the number of

vehicles that cannot receive the packet due to access collision.
Mi means the total number of packets sent by i on channel
C0 within the sth interval. Note that the wireless channel is
assumed ideal, i.e., the only source of packet errors is the
access collision. It is worth mentioning that as the distance
varies, being closer will achieve higher packet reception prob-
ability. This is because as the distance tends to be closer, the
signal to noise ratio tends to be higher. Moreover, the capture
effect of the MAC layer will also make a shorter distance chan-
nel obtain better reception probability. However, in this article,
we only focus on the contention mechanism of CSMA/CA,
and we will consider this facts in our future work.

B. Simulation Results

In Fig. 8(f), both one-hop density and two-hop density are
evaluated. The one-hop density of the swarm at time t is
evaluated by (1/N)

∑N
i=1 Nnei

i (t), while the two-hop density
is computed by the maximum number of two-hop neighbors
at that time. As shown in Fig. 8(f), the two-hop density has
the same trend as the one-hop density, however, it acts more
sharply than one-hop density. The two-hop density plays a
more important role in determining the broadcast performance
of one node since the hidden terminal problem. We then use
the two-hop density as an example to illustrate the change of
the network condition.

It can be seen from Fig. 8(f) that the two-hop density
remains one small value from 0 to 30 s since the swarm is
maintaining the lattice structure. Then, the swarm moves to the
proximity of the two left obstacles and switches to squeezing
structure to avoid collisions from t = 30 s and t = 45 s, dur-
ing which the two-hop density experiences one sharp increase.
After that, the swarm continues to move toward the two right
obstacles from 45 to 50 s, with its two-hop density undergoing
one decline. This is because, during the movement between
the two left obstacles and the two right obstacles, the swarm

Fig. 9. Size of CW.

tends to return to the lattice structure. From 50 to 60 s, the two-
hop density experiences another increase since the swarm is
moving through the two right obstacles. After that, from 60 to
70 s, the two-hop density declines as the swarm passes through
the two right obstacles. During 70 to 100 s, all UAVs of the
swarm has totally passed the obstacles, and the swarm switches
back to the lattice structure, resulting in the unchanged low
two-hop density.
δ and � of FMAC are set as 1 and 4, which means the CW

update interval of FMAC is 0.1 s (one period) and the step
value of CW is 4. To make fair comparisons, in the follow-
ing simulations, we set the update interval of the other four
protocols to be 0.1 s, and set their CW step values to be 4.

1) Size of Contention Window: Fig. 9 shows the evolution
of the average CW size for the five MAC protocols under
consideration. As for the CEB-based CSMA/CA protocol, its
average CW remains the same trend as that of the typical
CSMA/CA protocol, which remains constant during the sim-
ulation time. This is because excessive cohesion of the swarm
can be avoided by the flocking algorithm (2), and the number
of UAVs sharing a common channel even in the worst case is
not large enough to trigger the expiration.

Under the reception ratio-based protocol [29], the CW size
always exceeds that of both the CEB-based CSMA/CA proto-
col and typical CSMA/CA protocol, which indicates that the
reception ratio is able to capture the network condition change
in the density-varying flocking scenario. The CW size of the
reception ratio-based protocol witnesses one slight increase
and one slight decline along with time from 30 to 50 s. This
adjustment corresponds to the change of node density from
30 to 50 s as shown in Fig. 8(f), however, the change is slighter
than the node density-based protocol [28] and the FMAC pro-
tocol. This is because the reception ratio-based method always
takes long periods to make the local reception ratio converge
to the real one, which makes the CW change more slowly and
insensitively to the network condition change.

As shown in Fig. 9, the CW size of the node density-
based protocol [28] changes more heavily than the typical
CSMA/CA protocol, CEB-based CSMA/CA protocol, and
reception ratio-based protocol [29]. The CW size of the node
density-based protocol witnesses one increase from 30 to 45 s
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and one slight decrease from 45 to 50 s, which corresponds
to the change of node density from 30 to 50 s. However, the
change is slighter than that of the FMAC protocol as shown in
Fig. 9. Moreover, its CW adjustment cannot sensitively reflect
the change of node density from 50 to 70 s. This is mainly
because the loss of received sources will cause incorrect and
insensitive understanding of node density change.

For the proposed FMAC, its CW size increases sharply as
the node density arises excessively from 20 to 45 s, while
undergoing one decline when the density decreases from 45
to 50 s. After that, another increase from 50 to 60 s and one
decrease from 60 to 70 s are witnessed by the CW size of
FMAC protocol, which corresponds to the node density change
from 50 to 70 s as shown in Fig. 8(f). Since the CNP utilizes
the motion character of the flocking scenario, it can easily
reflect the density change in one’s surrounding more than one-
hop range. Moreover, we can find that the CW size of FMAC
is always higher than the other four protocols. Since the update
intervals and CW step values are all considered the same, the
simulation results indicate that the proposed CNP-based CW
adjustment mechanism in FMAC is much better than the other
four protocols in the density-varying flocking scenario. After
70 s, the CW size witnesses one increase. This is because when
the swarm moves through the obstacle in the simulation, it is
divided into three fractions as shown in Fig. 8(e). As the swarm
totally passes through the obstacles, the three fractions will
aggregate together due to the virtual leader function involved
in the flocking algorithm as shown in (2). In the aggregation
process, the nodes in the upside and downside fractions will
witness one increase in CNP values since the swarm has the
cohesion trend.

2) Performances of Different Protocols: The successful
transmission probability and packet collision probability for
all protocols are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. It is
notable that as the node density from 30 to 45 s is increasing,
both psucc and pcol of all five protocols witness deteriorations.
This is because the increase of CW size cannot fulfill the
performance deterioration caused by the increase of node den-
sity, and can be solved by increasing the step value of CW
size.

We can observe that the typical CSMA/CA and CEB-based
CSMA/CA can achieve almost the same performance on psucc
and pcol. This is mainly because the adaptive CW mecha-
nism in the CEB protocol is not triggered, resulting in the
unchanged CW as that of typical CSMA/CA according to
Fig. 9. Moreover, the psucc (pcol) of the five protocols dur-
ing 70–100 s is lower (higher) than that during 0–30 s, even
the node densities of the two intervals are the same. The
reason can be illustrated as follows. As can be judged by
Fig. 8(a)–(e), the nodes in the upside and downside fractions
of the swarm during 70–100 s have less two-hop neighbors
than during 0–30 s. Since the two-hop density within the two
intervals remains almost the same according to Fig. 8(f), we
can infer that the nodes in the middle fraction of the swarm
during 70–100 s will have more two-hop neighbors than dur-
ing 0–30 s. Therefore, the nodes in the middle fraction will
perform more terrible broadcast service during 70–100 s than
during 0–30 s.

Fig. 10. Successful transmission probability of different protocols.

Fig. 11. Packet collision probability of different protocols.

Fig. 12. Average throughput of different protocols.

The proposed FMAC protocol always achieves the high-
est psucc and lowest pcol than the other four protocols. This
promotion lies in the fact that the CNP metric can sensitively
reflect the varying trend of UAV density in the considered sce-
nario. In other words, the CNP metric makes the CW changes
more sensitively as the node density changes than other metrics
involved in other protocols.

The throughput TPRx of the FANET is defined as the
average number of successfully received packets within each
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period. The throughputs of the five protocols are presented
in Fig. 12, where the throughput is measured every 20 s. It
can be seen from Fig. 12 that the FMAC protocol achieves
the highest throughput than the other four protocols because
it provides a reliable broadcast service. Note that all protocols
witness higher throughput from 40 to 60 s than that at other
intervals, due to the fact that the potential receivers of each
UAV increase as the UAV density increases.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article, the FMAC protocol has been proposed for
the FANET to enable the flocking capability of UAV swarm.
To adaptively change the CW size, the triggering state CNP
relating to the dynamics of inter-UAV spacing has been intro-
duced in FMAC, which is more sensitive to the variation of
UAV density during flocking motion than typical triggering
states, that is, expiration, node density, and reception ratio. In
addition, the FMAC protocol can maintain a more reliable one-
hop broadcast service on the control channel in the considered
dynamic density scenario. Compared with the typical adaptive
CW mechanism-based CSMA/CA protocols, the FMAC pro-
tocol can provide higher successful transmission probability
when UAV density bursts. For the future work, the effect of
parameters δ and � (which decide the length of the interval
and the change in CW size, respectively, for each CW update)
on the performance of the FMAC protocol will be investigated
analytically, which is useful to choose one optimum combina-
tion of (δ, �). Moreover, more complex flight environments
will be considered for the transmission of periodic one-hop
packets.
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